Financial Gestopolism
My comparison between Hitler and the Gestapo forces and today's modern
financiers use of the legal system.

Hitler's action against the people was done in full view of the people. These
actions were backed by a fully armed military and carried out by troops on the
line. Once power was lost, the people of the world judged the guilty. The
excuse of "just following orders" did not provide safe harbor for the criminal
deeds for attempting to create the "master race". The guilty were charged and
brought before a court and justice was administered.
For those financiers that sit in their Crystal Towers and rape and pillage the
world in the name of "Greed" is a crime beyond the crimes committed by
Hitler and The Third Reich.
Today, banks sit in isolation and conduct business that is often outside the
sight of regulators or not understood by regulators. The House Financial
Hearing and the Congressional Oversight Panel Hearing of November 2010
brought forward the fact that few, if any, in Congress knew of crimes and
fraud the financial institution were committing. In one quote as example, "we
are trying to understand". Bring the actors that committed the crime before a
hearing and of course they will allude to admitting by offering information
that is not relevant to the question presented.
One does not have to be an Einstein to understand why many academic
scholars use extreme caution in making statements of facts, the power and the
money the banks have will attempt to destroy their credibility. Hypothetically,
maybe there was a cocaine party 30 years ago, a backstage strip‐o‐rama, or
daddy caught mommy doing Santa Claus, the people do not care about the
past, their current issues are based on current laws which are not being
followed. The people are smart enough to understand these are diversionary
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tactics to avoid the evil doers being brought to justice. The question is, are
Congresspersons and Judges intelligent enough to understand, obviously not if
they are just now trying to understand.
Now, there is a "Sheriff" in town that did not believe in this "Fraudislism" and
modern day "Financialism" and stood up for righteousness and the
compromised legal system again gave away "Rights" and "Due Process".
The criminal financiers hide behind the veils of law firms using every
procedural trick available to keep the truth from being known. These law
firms that aid and abet the hiding and allow the furtherance of the fraud
appear to have a financial incentive of "Greed". What happened to the oath to
truth and justice? Once it was "prove my client is guilty", and as for today's
financial crimes it can be proven but due to ignorance or disbelief of the
judicial system justice in the courts is avoided.
The federal courts and the bankruptcy courts by appearance now have seen
through the veil of deceit and as the last couple of months do no longer believe
the lies presented by the banks through legal counsel. It will not be long
before these legal counselors realize the Crystal Tower Financiers will
sacrifice these law firms as similarly done to the people.
Hence, the banks tried to manipulate laws by lobbying Congress, hired
slickery trickery law firms, executing miscarriage of justice in the state courts
by lying and therefore have succeeded in obtaining the Judiciary to be the
Crystal Tower Financiers personal "Gestapo".

(In God We Trust)
(In Lies We Deceive)
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